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Introduction (00:04): What I really wanted to do was not just to look for what we now 
understand to be migraine. So, I didn't want to kind of go and diagnose our modern 
understanding of migraine. I really wanted to look at: What did people in the past think? When 
people used this word in the past, what was it that they thought? Were there continuities? Can 
we see a clear path between what we know now and what people in the past thought, or really 
are they talking about something completely different? And it's really that journey that I took 
through 2000 years of history that ended up in the book. 

Paula K. Dumas (00:41): History can teach us a lot about ourselves, connecting us to generations 
who lived centuries ago and suffered just like us — maybe more than us, given their very 
different understanding of what we call migraine. Dr. Katherine Foxhall spent years researching 
and writing what has been called the most comprehensive, well-researched, and in-depth 
history of migraine in existence. A social and medical historian, Dr. Foxhall's book, Migraine: A 
History, was recently released to wide acclaim, including The Washington Post, which placed it 
in the league of Oliver Sacks’ Migraine. Both books explore the mystery of migraine in an 
elegant, respectful, and honest manner that leaves us feeling connected to a centuries-long 
story of hidden pain, therapeutic experimentation, and human resilience. Dr. Foxhall earned her 
PhD from the University of Warwick and conducted most of the research on her recent book 
through a grant from the Wellcome Trust to study history at King's College, London. Dr. Foxhall, 
welcome to the Migraine World Summit. 

Dr. Foxhall (01:46): Thank you so much for having me, Paula. 

Paula K. Dumas (01:48): Well, I've wanted to meet you for a long time and it's such an honor. 

Dr. Foxhall (01:53): Oh, it's great to be here. 

Paula K. Dumas (01:54): Yeah. Tell us, what led you to spend years of your life investigating the 
history of migraine? 

Dr. Foxhall (02:00): So, I'm a historian by training, a medical historian, and I'd spent years 
looking at different diseases. I've looked at cholera, smallpox, tuberculosis, scurvy, lots of 
different diseases. And it really came from a conversation with some of my colleagues in the pub 
one night. I think someone had just been off with a migraine, and migraine is something I've had 
myself, as well. And we were just talking about this disease and wondering what was the point 
of it, and wondering how ... what kind of history such a pain might have, and how people in the 
past could have understood such an intense pain. And from that conversation, I just started 
looking into it. I found lots of images, but then I realized that this is a disease that one in seven 
of the world's population experience, and yet no one had really written a history of it. So, I 
decided to apply for a grant, and that's how I got to it. But it really came from my, kind of, 
professional background in looking at cultural and social understandings of all kinds of different 
diseases. 

Paula K. Dumas (03:01): Well, that's fascinating. And your lens on this disease is different than 
anyone we've ever spoken with before. So this will be fascinating. And maybe by the end of it, 
we'll figure out what the point of migraine truly is. So, migraine is not new, and it's not trivial, or 
else you would not have filled 218 pages with the extraordinary detail of its medical and social 
history. What are some of the first recorded cases or images of what we now call migraine? 
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Dr. Foxhall (03:29): So, from neurologists, some of the clearest early descriptions of migraine 
come from what we call the Hippocratic Corpus, which is a set of texts from the fifth and sixth 
century before the Common Era, so these are two-and-a-half thousand years old. But for me, 
the starting point really was with the second-century Roman physician Galen, because he gives a 
really clear description of a disease that he called "hemicrania," which literally means "half the 
head." And he talked of this pain in half the head that he associated with ... as a disorder, 
humoral disorder, caused by vapors that rose up from the stomach and caused pain in the head. 
Galen is really the first really clear description of something that we can recognize as someone 
talking about a disease called migraine. What I really wanted to do was not just to look for what 
we now understand to be migraine. So, I didn't want to kind of go and diagnose our modern 
understanding of migraine. I really wanted to look at: What did people in the past think? When 
people used this word in the past, what was it that they thought? Were there continuities? Can 
we see a clear path between what we know now and what people in the past thought, or really 
are they talking about something completely different? And it's really that journey that I took 
through 2,000 years of history that ended up in the book. 

Paula K. Dumas (04:56): How has the classification evolved? You know, there's some debate 
today about "disorder," "disease," "condition." What have you seen in your research? 

Dr. Foxhall (05:04): What I found fascinating in thinking about the significance of the words that 
we use to talk about disease, is to look at that in the past. And what I discovered, really, was one 
of the issues we deal with in our current understanding of migraine is: Migraine is often not 
taken that seriously, despite its prevalence, despite the fact that it's experienced as such a 
debilitating condition or disease by so many people. The pain of it can be so intense. As a 
society, we tend not to take it that seriously. And that was one of the questions I really started 
out with was: What is the history of us not taking this disease seriously? Is there a history? Has 
this always been the case? And what I discovered really surprised me, because what I discovered 
was that history of us not taking it seriously is actually very new. 

Dr. Foxhall (05:52): It only really started in the 18th, 19th century. Before that you have 
hundreds of years of people really talking about a disease that's intensely painful, and that they 
took seriously. They treated it with care. They treated people with compassion. Although we 
might look back and see their medicines as ineffective, actually the fact that they took those 
medicines so seriously and fit them into their understanding of the body and of disease ... 
Migraine appears everywhere. There's ... very few serious medical texts that don't have 
migraine somewhere from the medieval early modern period. 

Paula K. Dumas (06:33): I find that strangely comforting, that migraine has appeared in the 
medical texts for so long. What kind of symptoms were associated with migraine then and now? 

Dr. Foxhall (06:44): So, what I find really surprising is actually how consistent discussions of 
symptoms have been over 2,000 years. So, Galen, a second-century physician, talked about 
migraine as an intense head pain in one half of the head, caused by disorder in the stomach and 
the vapors rising up, a humoral imbalance within the body. That discussion, that understanding 
of humoral causes of migraine really persists for 1,500 years then. That's the kind of common ... 
thread through all the historical sources. What changes is how to treat that, although there are 
common threads through that, as well. It only really starts to change in around the 18th, 19th 
century. Particularly in English-language medicine in the 18th century, 19th century, they start 
to bring in more understandings related to things like dizziness, to vertigo. Then you start to see 
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slightly more neurological, early ideas about the brain and the connection between the mind 
and the body coming in. 

Dr. Foxhall (07:50): But what is fascinating is the way that people talk about it. And one of the 
things I wanted to do in this history is really look for, not just how do we diagnose something in 
the past, how do we explain something in the past, but what do people understand is happening 
to them? How do people talk about it? And you know, what do people think about migraine and 
people with migraine? And again, this comes back to this idea that actually, people tended to 
take it really seriously. And I've got two really favorite sources that I wanted to talk about 
because what they — and they're both from the 15th century, coincidentally — but what they 
really do is help us understand how people understood migraine in the past. 

Dr. Foxhall (08:31): So, the first source is a 15th-century poem, and it's by a Scottish poet called 
William Dunbar. And he worked in the court of the Scottish king, King James IV. And ... in the 
15th century, he wrote this poem to the king, apologizing for his failure to turn up to work. And 
the poem, then, is about this poet's headache and what he felt. And I'm just going to read a 
couple of lines to you, because I think it's a remarkable poem. And he says:  

My head did ache last night,  

So much that I cannot write today.  

So painfully the migraine doth disable me,  

Piercing my brow just like any arrow,  

That I can scarcely look at the light. 

So, we have here not only an evocation of this chap's inability to work, but also a very clear 
description of the intensity of the pain, the fact that it's associated with his vision, with light, and 
this kind of disabling effect on his life and his ability to work. He's obviously an incredibly 
privileged man, but yet migraine still comes into his life, and that's ... because he's, you know, 
he's a poet, he writes about it, and that has come down to us. And I think it's a remarkable 
source. And I love it. 

Paula K. Dumas (09:52): So, one of the things I loved about the book was how you use so many 
different sources, diaries, paintings, poems, letters, even recipe books, to really understand the 
history of migraine. Tell us the second story. 

Dr. Foxhall (10:07): So, the second story is from around the same time. And this is a very 
different source. It's an advertisement, and it's advertising for services of an itinerant healer 
known as a leech. And this chap is traveling around England, advertising his healing, and he 
charges a penny to analyze someone's urine. And he also offers various other services. But what 
he also does in this advertisement is explain to people what migraine is. And so, this suggests 
that not only is migraine very common — you know, he's advertising it in one of his lists of 
things that he can heal — but what he's also doing is, he's explaining to people what migraine is. 
So, he says very clearly that it's a malady that affects half a man's head and lessens the sight in 
his eye. So again, we have this clear link between disordered eyesight and the pain in the head. 
But the thing that fascinates me is the way that this advertisement — you know, he's taking this 
around the country — but this advertisement is also teaching people what a migraine is. 
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Paula K. Dumas (11:10): You wrote how strange it was that a pain so intense could appear to be 
devoid of any real bodily purpose or reason. Did your research lead you to any hypothesis about 
why in the world migraine exists? 

Dr. Foxhall (11:24): I'm not sure, to be honest. I think one of the things it really emphasized to 
me is how complex migraine is, and actually how much work there still is to do. I think there's 
been some extraordinary advances in medicine, even since I wrote the book, even as I was 
writing the conclusion. I think what history does is it really reminds us that our knowledge will 
keep changing and will always keep changing. But what is constant is that there are people 
trying to manage their lives and trying to find care. And there are people trying to provide that 
care and to provide treatment. And that this is something that millions and millions of people 
have experienced and will continue to experience, perhaps forever. 

Paula K. Dumas (12:10): You said that there was a period of time in which migraine started to 
become something of a joke. When was that and why? And are we in the middle of that phase, 
or are we still clawing our way out? 

Dr. Foxhall (12:23): So, as I've said, migraine ... was really taken seriously for a very long time. 
And for me, understanding, or starting to piece together when that changed was fascinating. 
And there's really a very clear moment when it happens, particularly in England, in the 18th 
century. And it's actually nothing to do with medicine or disease. It's to do with the relationship 
with France. So, late 18th century — this is just before what would become the French 
Revolution, huge tensions between England and France — migraine starts to become something 
that the English talk about as, like, a "French disease," and a “French problem.” And it starts to 
come to be ... they talk about it in terms of the French national character. So, for example, in 
1787, there's a London newspaper that talks about how half Paris had the migraine, as Paris kind 
of being paralyzed. So, that's the point, I think, that we really ... migraine starts, and people with 
migraine start to, kind of, take on a personality — migraine itself. People turn up to the ... they 
have these elaborate masquerade parties in the late 18th century. People turn up ... there's a 
description of this elaborate party in London. And someone turns up as a quack doctor and calls 
himself "Monsieur la Migraine." It's this association with quackery. At this time, you've got lots 
of people selling pills and promises of cure. So, that's when I think there's a strange moment 
where it starts to get not taken seriously. And then we start to move into ideas about the 
connection between the mind and body, and ideas about gender then. 

Paula K. Dumas (14:15): Let's talk about those ideas of gender. How has migraine been 
associated with men or women over the course of its history? 

Dr. Foxhall (14:24): One of the key questions I wanted to look at when I started the project is 
this understanding that migraine is a disease of women — and that's part of the problem of why 
we tend not to take it that seriously — is I wanted to say: OK, well when did that start? Is this 
constant, has this always been the case? And again, I found out that it wasn't. And it's really in 
the 19th century that that starts to become a major point of discussion. So, in the late 18th 
century, William Buchan — who is a famous writer of kind of domestic medicine books — he 
talks of migraine as being a disease of wet nurses; so, young women who are exhausted by 
feeding babies. During the 19th century, it starts to be talked about again, as women — often 
poor women — women who are exhausted from looking after children, women who are 
exhausted from poor work. It comes to be seen as a disease of, again, women who live in 
tenements, who work in factories — because they aren't able to access fresh air. So, it tends not 
to be seen as men and a disease of men. And the explanation is, well, that's because men are, 
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kind of, out in the fields being rugged and getting lots of fresh air. At the same time, migraine 
also comes to be seen as a disease of men of science, of men whose brains are so sensitive, 
whose eyes are so sensitive, that they start to get these visual disturbances. So, you have this 
strange period in the 19th century where migraine is seen as both a disease of poor, exhausted 
women, but also intellectual, scientific men. 

Paula K. Dumas (15:59): So, therapeutic experimentation is a topic that you explore in-depth, 
and I'm sure everyone will be fascinated to hear how things are different today. In the 2020s, 
you know, Western medicine seems to be dominated by pills and needles and devices. What are 
the major types of treatment used for migraine in the past? 

Dr. Foxhall (16:17): There's two primary ways of treating it. You either give someone an herbal 
remedy — and the idea is that the herbs in the remedies counteract the humoral imbalances in 
the body. By looking at the herbs that they use ... that helps us understand how they 
understood migraine as a disorder. So, for example, they use lots of herbs such as sage and 
rosemary. These are all understood to be hot and dry herbs, and it counteracts what's seen as a 
moist and wet, cold disease in the body. The other way of treating it is through letting blood. 
And again, the idea is it draws out, you know, the bad humors from the body. 

Paula K. Dumas (17:00): Are any of these treatments still in use today? Did you find anything 
from long ago that you are familiar with people still using today? 

Dr. Foxhall (17:09): Interestingly, the one thing I was really looking for, was expecting to find, 
was feverfew, because of course that's common in many remedies still today. Actually, I didn't 
really find feverfew that much. It was much more things like sage and lavender and rosemary, 
things like that were aromatic as well as dry — dry and warm — and lots of things that people 
still would find soothing possibly today. 

Dr. Foxhall (17:34): Things like earthworms though, we tend not to use today. But I think that 
makes an interesting point, because actually it's really easy for us to laugh at things that people 
used in the past and say, well, clearly we're smarter than that now, we wouldn't use that now. 
So, if you look at something like earthworms, right, you wouldn't mash up a bunch of 
earthworms. But the logic of that was: Well, earthworms in the ground take out rotting matter 
in the ground, and they make it into something good again. You know, earthworms are the 
animals that deal with rotting matter in the ground. So, if you think the problem in your head is 
something putrid or, you know, a bad humor, why not mash up some earthworms that, in your 
understanding of the world, deal with putridity and things that aren't right? So, there is a logic 
apart from the fact that they're wet and sticky. What this reminds us is that the history of 
migraine treatment is really, again, it's a history of people looking for a cure, people trying all 
kinds of different things. And that's something we see still today. You go to something like 
Amazon or eBay, and it's full of people promising you a cure. And for some people ... sometimes 
these work some of the time, then they stop working, and you go and find the next thing. You go 
to the next doctor; you try something else. So, I think, again, it's that consistency over time of 
just people looking for a cure. 

Paula K. Dumas (19:00): So, given everything you've studied, how would you characterize this 
period of scientific advancement? 

Dr. Foxhall (19:07): I think it's an amazing period. And I think we've seen huge advances in the 
last few years. It's been absolutely fascinating to watch, even in the last few years, the advances 
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we've made. 1991 was when we had the first triptans. That was, you know, that was a game 
changer. And then again, triptans now are seen as, they're quite old technology now. We have 
CGRPs: We have the monoclonal antibodies; we have the gepants, which even a few years ago 
were seen as not particularly hopeful; actually now we've come back to them. So, I think it is an 
extraordinary time. And we've got some wonderful advocates. We've got patient advocates, 
advocacy groups. Every year I follow Headache on the Hill. I think it's wonderful that there's so 
many people so invested, and who dedicate their careers to helping try and find the answers to 
this. 

Paula K. Dumas (20:04): There are many different types of physicians who are trying to solve 
this problem. And one of the things that you argue is that the national medical cultures and the 
institutional specialization have also framed the way we think about migraine. And there's an 
illustration in the book that kind of shows this. And I'll just lift it up to show on the camera here. 
This one, can you talk about that for a second? And all the different types of physicians that are 
focused on this problem? 

Dr. Foxhall (20:36): The 20th century is a fascinating time, and it was incredibly difficult to write 
about actually, because there was so much going on through the 20th century. But what that 
elephant [in the book] illustrates is — I think that the date of that is 1950 — but it really 
demonstrates that, particularly in the middle of the 20th century, so many different branches of 
medicine are all claiming migraine as their own. So, you've got the neurologists; you've got the 
general doctors; you've got the people who are interested in hormones, the endocrinologists; 
you've got the people interested in diet and food and allergy. You've got — the 
ophthalmologists think it's a problem of vision. Everyone's trying to work out what migraine is. 
And there's almost a slight vacuum in, kind of, dominant theories, really until ... For a lot of the 
... particularly the second half of the 20th century, the vascular theories come about and really 
start to become dominant — this idea that migraine is a disorder of the blood vessels. 

Dr. Foxhall (21:38): And then it's the work of people like Peter Goadsby, who come along in the 
1980s, 1990s, that really start to look into the brain and really start to bring back this idea that 
migraine is a neurological disorder, which had been the argument in the late 19th century. So, 
the 20th century is really fascinating, but there's this constant thread through the 20th century, 
and this question, repeating question: What is migraine? Is it one disorder? Is it two disorders? 
Is it a disorder of women's menstruation, and therefore, is it something completely different to 
the aura that men of science see? What I found particularly fascinating is the fact that migraine 
actually comes through the 20th century still as kind of one big disease; that it all stays lumped 
together. Because there's a real chance in the 1930s, 1940s, that migraine splits out into lots of 
different diseases. And I think then there's a massive breakthrough in the 1980s when you get 
the International Headache Society and the first globally accepted classifications of migraine. 
And I think that's one of the moments where things really take off. Because finally you have 
physicians from around the world — neurologists, whatever branch of medicine you come from 
— you have a clear, kind of, accepted classification that says: This is what migraine is. And 
obviously we've updated that and revised that, but generally people are working from the same 
idea of what migraine is. 

Paula K. Dumas (23:06): What were some of the most surprising things that you discovered 
about migraine during your research that we haven't touched upon yet? 

Dr. Foxhall (23:14): I think it's not so much the specific treatments or any of the individual 
stories, but just this general sense that migraine has persisted for so long, and that it was taken 
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seriously. And I think that's a really important thing to know, because I find that a hopeful story. 
That it means it has been taken seriously for 100 years in the past. Our moment, where actually 
we are not very good at taking migraine — along with other chronic illnesses — seriously, it 
gives me hope that we can change that. And that we can advocate for more funding for 
migraine, as well as all kinds of other underfunded chronic illnesses. That there's increasingly 
people interested in working with migraine. Neurologists are really taking it seriously. Doctors, 
ordinary family physicians, are taking it more seriously. There is more support, there is more 
treatment. And so, for me, it's that idea that we can take it seriously, and that history can help 
us do that. Because it can say: No, actually our current period is just a phase, and our science 
will change, and it will get better. 

Paula K. Dumas (24:24): One of the things that encouraged me by reading the book was that I 
saw the path of progress that happened. And I just assume that that progress is going to 
continue in the next generation. And we can all play a small part in that, in ensuring that that 
happens, by raising money for research, and doing the advocacy. But if that kind of progress 
continues, our children and grandchildren will be that much closer to the cure or to a very 
controlled disease. So, I find that encouraging. 

Paula K. Dumas (24:57): Now we both share a passion for migraine art, and I didn't realize the 
role that you had played in helping to assemble one of the largest collections of migraine art. So, 
thank you for doing that. And you feature a number of them in your book. So, what images from 
that collection stand out to you and why? 

Dr. Foxhall (25:15): I'm glad you mentioned the migraine art collection. It's really the most 
extraordinary collection. I knew it existed because there's a book: A German physician called 
Klaus Podoll had written a book on the migraine art collection. It's the most beautiful book full 
of images. And I knew where the collection was supposed to be. And ... it happened to be down 
the road from the University of Leicester, where I was working at the time. So, I literally went 
down to the offices and I knocked on the door and I said: "I don't suppose you know where this 
art collection is, do you?" And the young woman there said: "No, I've not really heard about it." 
And I said: "Oh, OK. OK." And I just assumed it had been destroyed. And then a few months later 
... I got an email from her. And she said, "Katherine, you need to come down and look at this." 
And she found these boxes in their storeroom. And we stood there — and her and the director 
of the charity — they kind of stood there and looked at me like: Well, what are we going to do 
with this now? This is kind of your fault. You found this now. But you know, I spent an afternoon 
there looking at 600 images, just turning these images over. And it was just the most staggering 
experience. This box — you know, as a historian you never find undiscovered archives, right? 
They're always very carefully documented. They're very carefully cataloged. But this was one of 
those real moments where you think, gosh, no one really knew about this. And now I feel a 
responsibility to do something. 

Dr. Foxhall (26:40): But it was filled with images, the most extraordinary images, but the ones 
for me ... and some of the most beautiful ones, the ones that neurologists love, are the ones of 
the migraine aura — you know, these beautiful scotoma, the different castellated patterns, the 
C shape, the different ... manifestations of visual disturbance. But for me, it's the images of 
things like women in their kitchen, sitting on their kitchen floor. And there's a kitten drinking the 
spilt milk that's come off the side. There's washing spilling out of the washing machine, there's 
sunlight coming through the window. There's another image of a woman trying to cook. She 
looks like she's trying to cook her family's fried breakfast — you know, she's trying not to be 
sick. She's got a hand over her mouth. She's got a list up on the wall of things she's not allowed 
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to do. There's bottles of pills. There's a dead plant, which she hasn't been able to look after 
because she's obviously looking after herself and her family. Really incredible visual 
representations of what life is like living with chronic migraine, and in the same kind of way as 
Joan Didion did so clearly in her essay. 

Dr. Foxhall (27:52): And then there's the other images, which I find incredibly powerful, are the 
ones by children. There's images by 8-year-olds of a brain and a gun. And I do wonder — you 
know, my son is now 8 — and I do wonder what parents must feel like when they say to their 
child: Why don't you draw what your migraine is like; and their 8-year-old child comes up with 
that. So, for me, really, particularly now as a parent, it's those images that are by children that 
really have stuck with me. And I wonder a lot about those children now. These images of it 
would've been drawn in the 1980s. They're now, what, in their 40s and their 50s. And I do 
wonder how all these people are doing. And I hope they're OK. And I hope that they've found 
relief through some of the advances that — kind of all these drawings were done pre-triptans — 
I wonder how many of those people found relief in things like triptans and more recently, CGRP, 
anti-CGRP drugs. 

Paula K. Dumas (28:58): Yeah. And that's fascinating for those of us who are a bit older and have 
lived through those years when we didn't have triptans, and we were scrambling trying to use 
the available therapies at the time. So, Dr. Foxhall, thank you so much for sharing this body of 
work with all of us. It's available for anybody who wants to see it. This is the book [holds up 
book], Migraine: A History. And where can we find this book? 

Dr. Foxhall (29:25): So, you can buy it in paperback. You can also get it as an audio version, 
which I'm really pleased about, through Audible.com [or] your usual audiobook channels. But 
you can also download it for free. One of the great things about my Wellcome Trust funding in 
the U.K. was that part of that funding is to support publishers to publish our research, so it is 
accessible to everybody. So, it's in what's called an open-access format. So, if you go to the 
Johns Hopkins website, search for the work, you then can see an option to download it for free. 
So, it is available in PDF version for free for anybody who wants it. But I recommend the audio 
version. It's a wonderful, wonderful version. 

Paula K. Dumas (30:08): Well, one of the most wonderful things about reading a book about the 
history of disease is that it gives us hope that things will change. Things are bound to get better 
because they have gotten better over the course of our lifetime and certainly over the course of 
history that you have shown us in this book. So, thank you so much, Dr. Foxhall, for enlightening 
all of us and writing this book. 

Dr. Foxhall (30:33): Thank you so much. It's been a real honor to speak to you, and I'm really 
grateful to be able to share some of this history with you all. 


